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Spin Transport and Relaxation in Graphene,
Functionalized-Graphene & Graphene-TMD
Heterostructures
1. In order to understand your signal, you have to understand its noise even
more.
2. In democracy illiterate politicians are not as dangerous as well-educated diplomats.–
Kamal Hassan (Indian actor turned politician)
3. Science is a social responsibility, not a personal luxury.
4. Most of the time experiments do not work the way they are devised. Serendip-
ity has to play its role as well.
5. Gossip is a really healthy exercise to make your mind relaxed.
6. When your material is too difficult to study, put graphene on it. It will make
your life easier.
7. Simplicity has its own prowess.
8. Half-filled pots and people with little knowledge, always make a noise. – An
old Indian saying
9. "In science we cannot always expect to be lucky." – Prof. Bart van Wees
10. In Sanskrit "Vikramarjit satvasy Svayameva Mrigrendrata." (The lion is the
king of the jungle by its valor not by heredity) – An excerpt from the Indian
literature (upnishad)
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